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Ottawa Centre, Royal Astronomical Society of Canada
The Ottawa Centre is one of twenty-one Centres comprising the Royal Astronomical 
Society of Canada -  an organization dedicated to the advancement of astronomy and 
allied sciences. The Ottawa Centre, formed in 1906, has about 250 members.
The Ottawa Centre has a number of facilities which are available to members. The 
Indian River Observatory houses an excellent 16-inch telescope, as well as a 10-inch 
instrument and a large radio telescope. The Ottawa Centre also operates a 
comprehensive astronomical library containing several hundred books.
Membership in the Ottawa Centre costs $25 for regular members (outside Canada, 
$25 US), or $15 for junior members (under 18 years). Members receive the yearly 
Observers’ Handbook, the bi-monthly Journal and National Newsletter, as well as 
this publication, Astronotes. Anyone interested in joining the Ottawa Centre may do so 
at any meeting. Observers' Group meetings are held throughout the year, at 8:00 pm on 
the first Friday of each month, in the auditorium of the NRC building at 100 Sussex 
Drive. Regular Centre Meetings are held on the third Thursday of each month (except 
during the summer), at the same time and place.

Ottawa Centre Council Observers’ Group Executive
Honorary President Fred Lossing Chairperson Frank Roy
President Doug George Vice-Chairperson Max Stuart
1st Vice-President Rolf Meier
2nd Vice-President Sandra Ferguson Observers’ Group Coordinators
Secretary Derek MacLeod Lunar & Planetary Gary Mussar
Treasurer Mercedes Pelayo Solar Roseanne Mussar
Librarian Stan Mott Meteors Rick Crook
Recorder David Monoogian Comets Kyle Nunas
Councillor Paul Comision Instrumentation Doug George
Councillor Gary Mussar Variable Stars Casper Kaat
Councillor Gary Susick Radio Astronomy Frank Roy
Councillor Robin Molson Deep Sky Joe Zacconi
Councillor Art Fraser Occultations Brian Burke
1st Past President Rob McCallum OG Recorder Estelle Rother
2nd Past President Brian Burke
3rd Past President Peter MacKinnon

Articles for the next issue are due by June 19
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EVENT HORIZONS Frank Roy

Note: There will be no Astronotes next month. Astronotes will next 
appear in July.

May 6 (7) IRO Star Party.

May 13 Astronomy Day. More information elsewhere in this issue.

June 2 Observers' Group Meeting -  100 Sussex Drive, 8:00 pm.

June 3 (4) Public Star Party -  Andrew Haydon Park.

June 2/4/5 Rob Dick’s Observatory -  Long-time Centre member Rob Dick 
has invited all interested members to visit him at his 24” observatory. 
His observatory is at about the same distance as IRO, and is well 
worth a visit Call him at 224-5583 for more information.

June 30 RASC General Assembly -  Cape Breton. In addition to the 
RASC’s yearly business meeting, this year’s GA includes: Murphy 
Slide show, Wine and Cheese, Display Competition, Awards 
Banquet Ruth Norcott Lecture, Paper Sessions, Lobster Boil, Tours, 
and an observing session (!).

July 7 Observers’ Group Meeting -  100 Sussex Drive, 8:00 pm.

Aug. 4 Stellafane -  A popular attraction for Ottawa Centre members, 
Stellafane is an amateur telescope maker’s convention in Springfield, 
Vermont.

Aug. 11 Observers’ Group Meeting -  100 Sussex Drive, 8:00 pm. Note: 
Second Friday.

Aug. 25 Starfest -  A camping and observing weekend at "The River 
Place” campground, near Guelph. This event is hosted by the North 
York Astronomical Association. Highly recommended.

June 3/4 Public Star Night

Tentative arrangements for a star party have been at the Andrew Haydon 
Park - tentative because final arrangements have yet to be made with 
Nepean Parks and Recreation at this writing (April 30). Starting time is 
9:30 pm and members with or without telescopes are all welcome. Since 
this is a public party it will be announced in the media (radio, 
newspaper).
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

We have just wrapped up the most interesting and successful Centre 
Meeting series in years. Terence Dickinson capped off an excellent 
program with his fascinating talk on the curious history of Mars 
research. We have had the best attendance in years, with between 40 and 
120 people coming out to each meeting. In fact, the April Centre meeting 
was the first in years to exceed the attendance at the Observers’ Group.

Much of the credit is due to Rolf Meier, who, as the Programme 
Committee chairman, has put quite a bit of work into reviving the Centre 
meetings. The Centre meetings involve a fair bit of preparation and 
coordination since the guest speaker is often from out-of-town, and 
arrangements for transportation and accommodation must be made (not 
to mention the effort required to find good speakers).

Another key element in the success of the Centre Meetings this year was 
holding all the meetings on the third Thursday of each month. Members 
no longer have an excuse for forgetting the date, and it is nicely spaced 
two weeks after the OG meeting. The "First Friday and Third Thursday" 
rule is easy to remember -  a bit of unintended alliteration.

We can all look forward to another interesting Centre Meeting series in 
the fall. Meanwhile, Observers’ Group meetings will continue 
throughout the summer.

Doug G eorge

APRIL’S STAR PARTY A  GREAT SUCCESS Frank Roy

About 40 enthusiastic observers turned up at the Indian River 
Observatory on Saturday April 8. The parking lot was overflowing and 
the hill was like a zoo at feeding time -  you could hardly walk around! 
It was great. This is probably one of the best turnouts in several years, 
and hopefully not the last. We had an extra bonus that night, as the moon 
was occulting some of the Pleiades -  quite a sight in a wide field 
telescope or any telescope for that manner. The moon was about 20% 
sunlit and appeared as a small crescent.

Two people even showed up at the Baseline bus terminal. The sky was 
very clear and the weather cool. Some people came dressed in small 
jackets and shoes and as the temperature dropped to about -6C, they 
were cool indeed!

I’d like to thank Mike Dacey for arriving extra early to open the gate. 
See you all at the May star party!!!!
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APRIL CENTRE MEETING Doug G eorge

Terence Dickinson travelled to Ottawa to speak to our Centre about 
"Mars, Martians, and Little Green Men". After showing some photos he 
had taken of the recent spectacular aurora, he showed us a few pictures 
of little green men. He then delved into some of the reasons why so 
many people have imagined such creatures to live on Mars.

Most of us are aware of the work of Percival Lowell, a self-made 
millionaire and genius. He was so interested in astronomy, and in the 
planet Mars in particular, that he bought a large telescope and set up an 
observatory with his own funds. He even paid researchers to study the 
planet, in addition to making many of his own observations.

Lowell was especially interested in the Martian Canals, the existence of 
which was first promoted by Giovanni Schiaperelli. Terry explained that 
many small, barely visible contrast markings on Mars are joined together 
by the human eye to give the appearance of lines. He also demonstrated 
the effect using blurred pictures of the planet. Lowell, known for his 
keen vision, was soon seeing more of these illusory canals than anyone 
else.

Lowell imagined that the canals were built by intelligent beings to 
sustain life on their arid world. Since he was a popular writer and a 
charismatic speaker, his theories about the canals became widely known. 
The attractive idea of life on another planet, struggling for existence, 
maintained the popular belief in his ideas long after much contrary 
evidence was collected. Even the voices of other contemporary 
astronomers fell on deaf ears.

So attractive was this idea, in fact, that the official NASA map of Mars 
still showed canals just before the first Mariner flyby. Imagine the 
scientists' shock when the canals did not show up at all; instead, craters 
were found -  and later, huge canyons and volcanos. The popular 
picture of Mars was shattered by a few photographs.

The legacy of Lowell’s ideas did not die easily, however. Terry was at 
the mission control during the descent of the Viking lander, and told an 
interesting story of why the first few pictures showed blue sky. 
Apparently, when the first picture appeared on the TV monitor, the 
technicians did not like the colours and adjusted the set to get a nice blue 
sky. Their preconceived notions of an Earthlike Mars overrode their 
common sense, and thus the first pictures released showed just what 
everyone expected. The next day, NASA scientists reported that they
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"recalibrated" their imaging system (ie. fixed the finger trouble), and 
issued new photographs.

The presentation was wrapped up with some photographs and drawings 
of the recent Mars apparition.

Although Terry apologized for bringing a record number of slides for his 
talk, he easily maintained everyone’s interest throughout. We will all 
look forward to his next visit to Ottawa!

ASTRONOMY DAY 1989 Sandy Ferguson

The Ottawa Centre will again be setting up our display to celebrate 
Astronomy Day and make the public aware of our existence. This year 
we’ll be at Place d’Orleans Shopping Mall at 1101 Champlain Boulevard 
in Orleans, from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm on Saturday, May 13. We will be 
providing hand-outs to shoppers, describing our activities, showing 
slides and generally chatting up the locals. If the day is favourable, we’ll 
have an opportunity to show some solar activity to the public. We also 
anticipate setting up telescopes of various designs, so that we can explain 
the advantages of each design to interested persons.

Any members who are interested in helping set up equipment, manning 
tables for an hour or so, or fetching and carrying -  your assistance 
would be greatly appreciated. We also need people who can provide 
French language services. Any ideas you may have or any 
demonstrations you are able to give that day would be most welcome.

If you are able to help out, please give me a call at 237-0632.

MINI-COURSE O N  STELLAR EVOLUTION

Paul Comision will be giving a mini-course on Stellar Evolution during 
the first three weeks of June. There will be three two-hour sessions, to be 
held on Wednesday evenings. Call Paul at 825-3622 for more 
information.
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Perceptor
and

TelescopesTransCanada
Everything for the Amateur Astronomer

 Astronomical Telescopes & Accessories 
Spotti ng Scopes, B inoculars, Photographic Equipment 

Books, Charts, Sk y Maps, Posters

Friendly Service, Expert Advice, Lowest Prices

Cal l  or v isit -  We’re s ure you'll agree

Large inventory - All Major Brands

Including:
Astro-Physics (exclusive in Canada), Bausch & Lomb, Bushnell, Dyers, 
Carton (“Adlerblick"), Celestron, Coulter, Day star, Fujinon, Jim's Mobile 
(“Motofocus"), Kinard ("Hexadome"), Kufeld ("Telrad"), Leitz, Lumicon,
Manfrotto, Meade, Nikon, Parks, Pentax, Questar (exclusive in Canada), 
Spectra ("Sure Sharp"), Steiner, Takahashi, TeleVue, Thousand Oaks, Tuthill, 
Unitron, University Optics, VernonScope, Zeiss

John & Susanne Kidner invite you to . . .

Visit our showroom
On Hw y 27, 1 /2  Mile  South o f Hwy 9
Enter by the blue door off the courtyard 

mid-way along the plaza
NEWMARKET
9

SCHOMBERG

Brownsville 
Junction Plaza 

PERCEPTOR 
 (2n d  Floor )

Order conveniently 
by phone or mail

Perceptor
Brownsville  J unction 
Box 38, Suite 204  

Schomberg, Ontar io 
L0G 1T0

(416)  9 39 - 2 3 13

Wed. 10 on  to 6 pm 
Thurs. 10 am to 6 pm 
Fr i .  10 am to 6 pm
S at. 10 am to 4 pm
Eveni ngs and other days 

by arrangement

TelescopesTransCan ada 
P. O. Box 823 

Aurora, Ontario 
L4G 4J9

(416)  9 3 9 - 8 274
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APRIL OBSERVERS’ GROUP MEETING Carm en Rush
The meeting opened at 8:10 pm with 64 people in attendance. Chairperson Frank Roy 
reminded members of the April 8/9 star party, and mentioned that the library will likely 
be moved to a new location on the ground floor. Robin Molson then explained the key 
policy for the gate and clubhouse at IRO. Rolf Meier reminded members of the Centre 
Meeting on April 20 about Mars. Also mentioned was Astronomy Day on May 13. 
Sandy Ferguson is in charge of Ottawa activities. If you are interested in helping, please 
contact Sandy at 237-0632.
Paul Comision spoke of current articles in astronomy magazines. Deep Sky mentions 
the discovery of a 13th magnitude galaxy in Ursa Major which is undergoing a 
starburst. The event was observed by Brian Skiff, an amateur, at Lowell Observatory. 
Astronomy magazine mentions the discovery of galaxies in the Bootes void, using data 
collected by the infrared satellite, IRAS. Sky & Telescope details new observations of 
the Supernova 1987A by the Kuiper flying observatory.
Jacques Labrecque, an optician by profession, and a lecturer at the National Museum of 
Science and Technology, gave a detailed and fascinating description of the Maksutov 
Cassegrain Telescope (first developed in 1944) that can be constructed by amateurs. It 
is a catadioptric system with a deep meniscus lens, and has many advantages over other 
systems. The instrument he, himself, had built gives excellent resolution and was no 
more difficult to construct than one with a good parabolic mirror. Jacques gave a slide 
presentation to complement the lecture and went through the mathematics of the 
system.
Max Stuart showed his tangent arm drive that he constructed. It has an accuracy of 0.25 
degrees over 45 minutes and has clutch adjustments that can be made even while the 
instrument is operating.
Roseanne Mussar gave the latest news on the spectacular sunspot activities she 
observed from March 12 to 16. She showed some overheads of her sketches and 
mentioned her observations of another spot before the meeting. She described the 
Wilson effect which gives the spots a convex/concave appearance -  that combined 
with the placement of the spots can give some rather comical arrangements!
Doug George showed his slides of the aurorae he photographed during the solar activity 
on the night of March 12/13. He then explained the rules of the equipment loan library. 
Right now there are binoculars, eyepieces, an Astroscan 4.25" reflector, an Omcon 4.5” 
reflector, and a small refractor for loan. Contact Doug for more information.
Rick Crook spoke of the April meteor shower on April 22 which will unfortunately 
occur during a full moon. On May 4 there is the Eta Aquarid shower.
Gary Mussar spoke about the planets. Jupiter is magnitude -2 near Taurus, and Mars is 
magnitude 1.5 in Taurus and disappearing in May. The evening sky will give the best 
view of Mercury, 15 degrees off the horizon. Venus will appear in the late May evening 
sky. Saturn is in Sagittarius, and is visible late in the evening.
Brian Burke gave out handouts listing disappearance times for the lunar occultation of 
the Pleiades cluster on April 8/9.
Casper Kaat wants to develop a database of those interested in, and those experienced 
in variable star observing. Contact Casper if you fit the description!
The meeting ended at 10:30 pm with refreshments.
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ASTEROIDAL APPULSE THIS MONTH Brian Burke

Everyone who attended last month’s standing-room-only Star Night at 
IRO had the opportunity to observe several total lunar occultations. 
Well, this month there is an asteroidal appulse that could result in an 
occultation visible from Ottawa. The 13.9 magnitude minor planet 481 
Emita is predicted to pass in front of the 9.5 magnitude star SAO 119809 
on Friday, May 26 at approximately 1:29 EDT for Ottawa (note: 
Thursday evening). The predicted path for a central occultation is only 
26 kilometres north of us.

The details for this event are show in the finder charts (next page). The 
drop in magnitude will be about 4.4 magnitudes with a maximum 
duration of 18 seconds. The rather large uncertainty in the predictions 
results in an error in the time of +/- 6 minutes! NGC 4999 shown in the 
finder chart will not be much use in finding the target star unless you 
have a medium-sized telescope because it is 12.6 magnitude.

If you observe the event, please let me know. Remember that a negative 
result -  that is no occultation -  is also very important.

Moon close-up by Rob Dick, taken with his 24" reflector at the 
Cassegrain focus.
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481 Emita -  AGK3+01°1535 (SAO 119809)
1989 may 26 5h48.6mU.T. =  1:29 E DT ± 6 m in .

Minor pla n e t : S ta r  :

V. mag. = 13.9 Diam. = 108.0 km = 0 .06" a  = 13h 9.38m δ = = 1° 6 ..1'
u  =  I3.20" /h π -  3.73"  Ref. = CC87-006 V. m «g. = 9 .3 Ph. m a g. = 10.7

Δm  =  4 .4 Ma x . Du r .  =  17.2 s Sun : 130° M o o n  : 114° .  70%

ASTRO-EXCHANGE

Wanted:

Small telescope objective, 60 mm diameter, 900 mm focal length. For 
spectroscope. Call Rob Dick, 224-5583.

For Sale:

Tasco 4.5" reflecting telescope, 900 mm focal length. Includes tripod, 
20 mm and 6 mm lenses, home-built motor drive, camera mount, $200. 
Contact Laurie Dunning, RR 3, Brockville, Ontario, K6V 5T3, 
613-345-1445 (H), 614-342-6621 (W).
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THE SKY THIS MONTH Doug G eorge

Early in May, Mercury is visible low in the western sky, just after sunset. 
By late June, it will have raced back into the morning sky, although it 
will be difficult to find. Venus appears low in the western evening sky 
late in May. It moves into Gemini during June. Mars is visible for about 
three hours after sunset in the western sky. Jupiter disappears into the 
sunset by mid-May. Saturn is visible after midnight in May, but by June 
it rises just after sunset.

An interesting event in early July (before the next issue Of Astronotes) 
will be the occultation of a 5.8 magnitude star by the planet Saturn. It

Event 

New Moon
Moonless Evening Observing Ends 
First Quarter 
Full Moon
Moonless Evening Observing Begins 
Occultation of SA O119809 by 481 Emita 
Last Quarter

New Moon
Moonless Evening Observing Ends 
First Quarter 
Full Moon
Moonless Evening Observing Begins 

New Moon
Occultation of SAO 187255 by Saturn
Moonless Evening Observing Ends 
First Quarter

Date ED I

May 5 05:46
May 7
May 12 10:19
May 20 14:16
May 23
May 26 01:29
May 28 00:01

Jun 3 15:53
Jun 7
Jun 11 02:59
Jun 19 02:57
Jun 24

Jul 3 00:59
Jul 3 03:35
Jul 9
Jul 10 20:19
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